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MEMBER NEWS 
 

Debbie Wass was the lucky winner of our Melbourne Cup Day trip a couple of years ago and has always been a punter 
and remembers many losing days as she says in this email:  
“Garry I'm having more fun at present than I've had in ages.  I know my run will have plenty of bad days.  Remember 
I've been in this game for a long time.  These new Winform selections suit my style of punting much better than most.  I 
have been using the 4 or greater idea with exclusions like multiple first starters, no wet track or distance form etc. 
Using the Winform Staking Plan I've more than doubled the bank.  I'm now prepared for the inevitable long losing 
runs that always defy the previous stats.  This knowledge only comes with the long term experience and in my case 
many painful losses.  But as we all know there have been more than a few days when there have been many thousands 
spread on the table, in the days when I was in Sydney and went to the races. Today was fantastic, who could complain 
about 3k profit?  I bet your new Winform selections via money factory with some modifications I have made.  I bet my 
4 or greater options via Staking Plan and bet race to race doubles.  So I bet a further $5 on each selection and $10 on 
the double and rolled them race to race so each horse was in the double twice.  I used the SE and Bravo Selections as 
well.  That ended up 14 doubles for $140 outlay with IAS, 4 successful return $825 and when I only got 1 leg I had the 
bet covered.  Old fashioned strategy but not a bad idea for those who want to have fun without huge outlays.    I have 
made real money since October 1st 2005.  Thanks” Debbie Wass- V.IC. 
 
“Hi Gary, Just a quick thank you for allowing access to the ratings on Monday, I backed a couple of nice winners 
which was great. The new selections at the front of the ratings have done well over the 4 days that I have seen. Gary I 
was wondering if these new selections would work using Money Factory or are they best backed using the 0.3% of 
your bank as mentioned in your newsletter. Gary also want to thank you and your staff for all the hard work you put 
into helping to educate small punters like myself, I look forward to your weekly updates and the monthly newsletters, 
Regards.”   Jason Cushway- Q.L.D 
 

Garry suggests a softly, softly approach on level stakes but some Members have done well betting the selections each 
way with Money Factory. Garry has figures for September, which show a $510 profit for $10 Level Stakes Bets. 
P.S. just a reminder that Garry has two r’s. 
 

WINFORM SEMINARS 
 

Our next two Seminars are at the Rialto on Collins on November 13th from 2 p.m. to 6p.m. and Alex Read of IAS 
will be a guest speaker and Peter Andronicus will also attend. They will have a lot of helpful info for Members. We 
will also be demonstrating Money Factory and Garry will explain the rationale behind the latest successful Winform 
selection strategies as well as demonstrating his Professional Staking and Money Management strategies. Each 
attendee will also receive a Free copy of the book. 
 

In Brisbane we will be at the Diana Plaza Hotel at 2 for a similar presentation on November 20th from 2 p.m. to 
6 p.m. Our guest speakers will be Matt Elliott and Jesse Kirley who will assist with betting exchanges, Sports betting 
and Renegade. Cost for each Seminar is only $99 and we can accept bookings right up until the previous Friday. 
 

The Perth Seminar will still happen but because of our extra costs this will be $149 and wont take place until about 
February next year. 
 
 
 

 
MAKE RACING PAY 

STRATEGY AT IT’S BEST!  

Canberra Cup Winner   

Pays $544.00 for $1 on 
Austote  

▪WINFORM’S MELBOURNE CUP STRATEGY▪ 
Call: 1902  210  680 

From: 5 p.m. Monday 31st October Updated: 9 a.m. Tuesday 1st November 

   w. http://www.horseracingaustralia.info 



SO MUCH MORE POTENTIAL WITH GTX! 
 

The Winform Ratings are based on computerized calculations. These calculations remain consistent with the help of 
constraints such as: the horse’s form, Placings at recent starts, horse name, Winform Odds, win margins, prize money, 
weight allocated, Barrier position and Win Strike Rate. (See Winform Ratings Diagram) 
 

But some Winform Members have an advantage!  
They are the people who have subscribed to GTX (A program provided by the The Ratings Bureau) as well as 
Winform.  
 

This competitive advantage not only allows them to view the last 16 runs of the horses form. Whilst still relying on the 
principles of the Winform Ratings, it also demonstrates performances past track conditions, distances previously ran, 
class, past Jockeys, weight, qualifying times but most importantly a Winform Rating (which is scaled on a points 
between 10 and 100). It is with this additional information that GTX provides the detailed statistical information, 
which can help you to pick even more winners.  
 

Here is a good example: As seen in the diagram below on Wednesday 19th October- Race 8 the Geelong Cup, horse 
No. 9 “On A Jeune” with the Winform Ratings was rated 15th amongst a field of 17, and doesn’t come into contention 
based on it’s latest form. 
 

No Form Horse Wodds Marg PrzCh Hcap BP WPC PPC A# Wnet TCDWHB 

13 -07X8379 Just The Part 5.1 9.1 8 52 6 27.3 51.5 10 73.5 Wh 

1 131X5121 Show Barry 6.3 2 8 58 15 28.6 67.8 2 72.1 W 

2 1X7X1214 Mr Celebrity 10.3 1.9 -447 56 4 66.7 77.8 1 68.9 W B 

12 2-15X922 Command N Conquer 10.9 0.5 144 52 5 26.1 65.2 11 68.4 wH 

19 -6X00-57 Shrogginet 16.6 6.8 -34 52 3 20 46.7 14 65.6 t DW 

10 111X4171 Brave Lancer 18.7 0.5 53 52.5 7 58.3 66.7 5 64.9 W 

14 61192424 Bugatti Royale 21.4 3.6 -34 52 2 13.8 34.5 13 64 t dWH 

11 09X00083 Southern Crown 22.7 0.6 53 52.5 10 18.6 39 9 63.5 T  WH 

8 13X13273 Men At Work 28.1 3.3 -447 53.5 1 28.6 85.7 4 62.1 DW 

15 42160239 Wild Classic 47.4 5.7 113 52 11 18.5 48.1 16 58.7 WH 

6 86X00845 Don Raphael 67 6.8 -447 54 13 23.1 34.6 3 56.3 DW 

5 0-9X0009 Rizon 75.5 9.8 -34 55 9 13.3 33.3 7 55.5 DWh 

4 11412X24 Envoy 123.9 6.1 -682 55 12 18.2 39.4 8 52.3 dw 

16 5723X947 Kamsky 304.7 8.4 8 52 14 13.3 46.7 12 46.2 T  w 

9 X64-8973 On A Jeune 456.9 0.2 53 53 16 19.4 48.4 6 43.5 WH 

20 57571840 Flag Raiser 749.5 13.6 33 52 8 7.8 33.3 17 40.2 0 t DwH 

17 X39X6421 Eddy And Dpostman 999.9 0 53 52 17 17.1 42.9 15 26.7 dWh 
 

Now checking components of the Winform Ratings and the additional statistical information of GTX, we can take a 
closer look at: “On A Jeune”, this sheds more light on it’s winning potential. 
 

 
 
 

Last Winform Rating 
before the Geelong Cup 

Past high scoring Winform 
Rating on Good Tracks 
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Illustrated by GTX in the previous diagram: Looking at “On A Jeune” we can see in his last 6 runs, the majority of 
them have been run on wet tracks (which is shown in the “C” condition column). Over the duration of these races, his 
last Winform Rating prior to the Geelong Cup was 30.1 (as represented by the “WF” column), which explains his poor 
positioning in the Winform Ratings. 
As the Geelong Cup track conditions were predicted to be good you can see by looking at: “On A Jeune’s” History on 
GTX, runs 7 through to 10, the majority have been run on good tracks, with the “FP” column proving that he had some 
good placings and more importantly his Winform Rating (as represented by the “WF” column) have climbed from 
61.0 to 85.6, which proves him to be a horse of great potential in the Geelong Cup. 
 
GTX once again reinforces it’s benefits in the graph’s below. The graph to the left clearly represents “On A Jeune’s” 
last 16 runs to coincide with his Winform Rating, which explains his 85.6 rating as the bar goes past the 70 point mark 
(which was obviously ran on a good track). Where the bars descend, this represents his poorer performances on wet 
tracks that is emphasized with his 30.1 Winform Rating. 
 

 
 

Alternatively in the right graph (In the shaded area within this part of the graph) are the distances previously run close 
to the distance of the Geelong Cup (2400m). Obviously all the runs in this section have been rated very highly, with 3 
out of the 4 scoring a high Winform Rating. This means that majority of these runs have been on a good track and the 
distances and conditions are similar to that of today’s race, so we can only conclude that “On A Jeune” is a potential 
winner. Based on the new rating “On A Jeune” is assessed at $2.20. 
 

“On A Jeune” Flew home to take the Geelong Cup and paid $13.40 for the win. Having the advantage of GTX, it 
allows you to cover and analyse more crucial statistical information which ultimately can help you find more winners. 
 

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH: Winform Ratings & GTX Package  

This month Winform is presenting an offer you cannot go past! 
Now you are able to purchase the Winform Ratings & GTX Package. The package includes: 

- The GTX Base Program 
- 3 months Subscription to TRB’s 16 run Smartform that includes: Trackform Ratings and early odds prices for 

every TAB meeting in Australia everyday PLUS 
- 3 months of Winform Ratings and System Selections (Including Winform NEW Single Selections: Winform 

Provincial, Metropolitan and Country. (valued at $395) 
- ALL FOR $999 (SAVE $276) 

 

If you already have Winform Ratings and are just looking to subscribe to GTX, there is a Starters Package available 
which includes:  

- The GTX Base Program (valued at $385) 
- A 3 month subscription to TRB’s Smartform (valued at $495)  
- COST JUST $749 (SAVE $131) We will then arrange for your Winform Ratings to be included in your GTX 

Package 
    
BARRIER BOOK 
 

James Thomson is not only a master sailmaker but a very astute punter. Within days of receiving the barrier books 
James devised separate systems for each field size and reports that all of them are making a profit after the first five 
weeks of use. 
 

Our own personal theory is that horses drawn on the outside barrier at each distance could have a bit of an advantage. 
Can you think why? One of the best wins we have seen was by Show Barry in last month’s Cranbourne Cup. Show 
Barry drew barrier 13. 
 

WINFORM HOTTEST SELECTIONS
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Anyhow, if you are interested in devising your own unique system based on barriers, you should purchase the Barrier 
Book which is only $89 for Members. Maybe your partner can buy it for you for Christmas. 
 

JOKE OF THE MONTH 
“A young jockey and his stable lass girlfriend make the decision to get married. Everything is planned and the couple 
intend to honeymoon in Italy for a week. The marriage goes without a hitch and the couple set off on their honeymoon. 
While checking in the lady behind the desk asks “We have two suites available for you, would you like the bridal?” 
“No thanks” says the jockey, “I’ll just hold her ears till she gets the hang of it!”. 
 

MELBOURNE CUP SYSTEM 
 

Here it is again. This should stop all those phone calls the first Tuesday morning in November. Take the first three 
place-getters in the Caulfield Cup, Moonee Valley Cup and McKinnon Stakes. In The Moonee Valley Cup I also 
include 4th. You usually end up with three or four horses and the odds are so good you can’t lose. This system nearly 
always picks up the winner. Don’t discount the Moonee Valley Cup or you will miss the likes of Brew $20 and Piping 
Lane 100/1. Sometimes you will get the same horse more than once and occasionally you will miss out like when 

aintly skipped the major lead up races for the Cox Plate (could be the same this year with Makybe Diva). S 
GARRY’S DIARY  

Those who get my weekly email would be aware that I have an online diary at the website. It is always in the Current 
Edition and is updated most days. I hope readers enjoy it, and of course, I always include any late news like my 
strategy for the Caulfield Cup which got an excellent profit and almost got the Quinella too. 
 

I am writing this on October 21st just a couple of days after Brenton’s experiment with the new single selections scored 
another bonanza. After three weeks of operation the $3,000 Bank has reached $1300 profit and came within a neck of 
$4300 (our $46 selection paid $9 the place). Brenton is simply betting the single selections each way. Here are the 
results for betting just the WFM, WFP, WFC and Grandslam selections from the 28th of September (our first day) until 
October 19th (and we have won more since). 
 

Bets Wins Places Win Return Win Profit Place Return Place Profit 
302 75 154 328.05 26.05 285.45 -16.54 

You would have to agree that the results are very satisfactory and in line with the expectations from last month’s 
tables. The place return is based purely on TAB prices but betting eachway with bookmakers, as Brenton does, 
improves things considerably. For normal betting, we simply recommend win betting. The eachway strategy is only 
recommended using Money Factory as this means we are getting something back about 50% of the time. The NEW 
single selections can be purchased separately for the same price as Ratings but those who already have ratings get 
them for free! 
 

I have one personal problem which I know is shared by many of our Members. I am experiencing some numbness in 
my right arm following a capsize in my sailing dinghy a few weeks ago. It may be a carpal tunnel injury (I think I’ve 
got it right) but that is not good news for someone who spends all day on the computer writing as I do. My neighbour 
had a repair a few months ago and is not happy with the results. He feels he is worse off after it. One thing I have 
noticed is that it always feels better after a winning day. 
 

ONLINE VIDEO is here and I am not sure if I mentioned it last month. If you have a NSWTAB account you can 
view Skychannel for free on your computer but only if you have broadband or ADSL access.  I have used the service 
on a semiregular basis and it seems O.K. but at times of high demand e.g. Saturdays, the service is failing although the 
back up radio broadcast remains. It’s important to be aware that what you see can be as much as one minute behind the 
actual race so don’t leave getting bets on until too late. I usually listen to the radio and then in a close finish look at the 
screen and can see everything that happens because I now know what to look for. 
 

WE HAVE a few different types of Members. Some simply want us to provide the selections so you can put them on 
and forget about it until you et the results. Some want to get our ratings and then apply their own criteria. The new 
Barrier book would be of assistance to those Members. Also, those who want to delve more deeply into the ratings, 
would benefit from having the GTX program. The example in this Newsletter is but one good reason. One other is that 
track conditions can change during the day. Members getting their ratings through GTX can adjust them to suit the 
conditions. 
 

I wish you all a fabulous Melbourne Cup Day and I just hope I am able to provide a winning strategy.   
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